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Let P be a projection and let S be a multiplicative semigroup of
linear operators such that SP − PS is nilpotent for every S in S .
We study conditions under which this implies the existence of an
invariant subspace for S and, in particular, when P commutes with
every member of S .
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1. Introduction
Several authors have studied the effect of polynomial conditions on reducibility and (simultane-
ous) triangularizability of semigroups of operators in the following sense. Let S be a (multiplicative)
semigroup of linear operators on a finite-dimensional vector space V over an algebraically closed field.
(The semigroupmay have to satisfy more conditions to get certain results, e.g., it may be required that
it be a group or an algebra.) Let f be a noncommutative polynomial in two variables. One may assume
conditions such as f (S, T) = 0 for all S and T in S , or tr f (S, T) = 0, or f (S, T) is nilpotent for all pairs.
When does such a condition imply that S is abelian, (simultaneously) diagonalizable, triangularizable,
or at least reducible, i.e. has a common nontrivial invariant subspace? Some early references on the
kind of questions may be found in [5].
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Guralnick proved in [1] that if the polynomial xy−yx is nilpotent on S , then S is triangularizable. In
particular, if S is a bounded group of operators on a complex vector space, then this condition implies
that S is actually commutative (and therefore diagonalizable). For an extension of this result to infinite
dimensions see [6]. For results on more general polynomials see [4].
In [2] polynomial conditions involving operators from outside the semigroup S were introduced.
For example, if T is a fixed operator (not necessarily from the semigroup) and f (S, T) = 0 for all S in
S , what can we conclude about the structure of invariant subspaces of S? Even for simple polynomi-
als, this question seems much harder than the previously mentioned kind of questions, perhaps not
surprisingly.
In [2] the authors consider primarily reducibility of a semigroup satisfying a nilpotency condition
with respect to an idempotent of rank one. The condition requires the order of nilpotency to be equal
to 2. Higher orders of nilpotency do not yield reducibility as counterexamples show. On the other hand,
higher ranks in the condition studied there may lead to solvable, but much harder, problems. Actually,
in [3] the authors extend some of the results of the previous paper to the case when the rank of the
idempotent P equals 2.
In this paper we consider similar problems in a Hilbert space setting, mostly finite dimensional.
We assume the “star conditions” on the semigroup, i.e. that S contains S∗ for every S ∈ S , and also
on the idempotent, i.e. P∗ = P. This means that P is assumed to be a projection. In Section 2 we give
our main result for the case of unitary groups. We prove that condition (UP − PU)2 = 0, the “square
condition”, for all U ∈ U implies that UP − PU = 0 for all U ∈ U . Here, U is an arbitrary unitary
group on a not necessarily finite dimensional Hilbert space. However, we assume that either the rank
or corank of the projection P is finite. We show by counterexamples that neither the condition on the
rank nor the order of nilpotency in the square condition can be improved.
In Section 3 we give a couple of corollaries to the theorem of Section 2 needed in the sequel. In
Section4wepresenta fundamental lemmaneeded in theproofof themainstructure theorem.Section5
is devoted to examples. Inparticularwegive anexampleof aminimal irreducible selfadjoint semigroup
Smin satisfying the square condition. This example plays an important role in the structure theorem
of Section 6. In this main result of ours, Theorem 5, we show that every irreducible homogenized and
closed selfadjoint semigroup (in finite dimensions) that satisfies the square condition with respect
to some nontrivial projection of arbitrary rank contains a subsemigroup unitarily equivalent to the
minimal semigroup Smin tensored with an irreducible unitary group.
2. Unitary groups
LetHbe aHilbert space and letU be a groupof unitary operators inB(H). Furthermore, let P ∈ B(H)
be a projection, i.e. P = P2 = P∗, such that
(UP − PU)2 = 0 (1)
for all U ∈ U . It is clear that we need to assume that the projector P be nontrivial, i.e. P = 0, I, in
order to get a nontrivial condition. Furthermore, we assume that either the rank or corank of P is finite.
This condition can be easily reduced to the case of the finite rank projection with no loss. Actually, we
will assume that rank P  rank (I − P) since in the other case we can replace P by I − P in all the
considerations that follow. We write
P =
⎛
⎝ I 0
0 0
⎞
⎠
and in the corresponding block-partition
U =
⎛
⎝ V X
Y W
⎞
⎠
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for a fixed U ∈ U . Since XY = 0 and YX = 0, it follows that
U2 =
⎛
⎝ V2 X1
Y1 W
2
⎞
⎠
and by induction
U2
n =
⎛
⎝ V2
n
Xn
Yn W
2n
⎞
⎠ .
The fact that (for any given n) XnYn = 0 and YnXn = 0 implies that either there exists a nonzero vector
en such that Ynen = 0 or a nonzero vector fn (e.g., in the range of Y∗n ) such that X∗n fn = 0. In the first
case we get ‖V2nen‖ = ‖en‖, in the second one we get ‖V∗2n fn‖ = ‖fn‖. Since V is a contraction and
consequently all of its powers are contractions, this implies that in either case ‖V2n‖ = 1. Now, this is
true for all n yielding ρ(V) = 1 by the spectral radius formula. Consequently, there is an eigenvector
x ∈ Im P of V with eigenvalue λ of modulus one. It follows that Yx = 0 and X∗x = 0.
Weassumefirst thatU is singlygenerated. IfwewriteH = ∨ x⊕ (∨ x)⊥,wherex is theeigenvector
of V as above, we reduce the problem to an equivalent problem on (
∨
x)⊥ with the rank of P smaller
by one. Using induction on the rank of P we see that V can be diagonalized with all eigenvalues of
modulus one, so that necessarily X = 0 and Y = 0. Now, this argument can be used for every U in the
group U proving that this group is block-diagonalizable with respect to the partition given by P. This
completes the proof of the following theorem.
Theorem 1. LetH be a Hilbert space, let U be a group of unitary operators in B(H) and let P ∈ B(H) be a
nontrivial projection, i.e. P = P2 = P∗, P = 0, I, with either the rank or corank of P finite. If (1) holds for
all U ∈ U , then U is block-diagonalizable with respect to the partition given by P.
So, in the case of a group of unitary operators, the assumption (UP−PU)2 = 0 for allU ∈ U implies
UP − PU = 0 for all U ∈ U . The same conclusion is not possible if the rank and corank of P are both
infinite. The counterexample is given by bilateral shift U written with respect to projection P on the
coordinates with nonnegative indices along the coordinates with positive indices as
U =
⎛
⎝ S F
0 S∗
⎞
⎠ ,
where S is the unilateral shift and F the corresponding operator of rank one. It is clear that the group
generated by U satisfies the assumptions of the theorem but not the conclusions.
Let us also present an example that shows that the order of nilpotency in condition (1) cannot be
improved. Consider the unitary operator
U =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0
1 0 0 0
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
,
on the usual 4-dimensional Hilbert space. It is clear that U, U2 and U3 = I, the identity operator, form
a (cyclic) group of order 3. If we denote by P the projection on the first two coordinates along the rest
of them, then a short computation shows that (VP − PV)3 = 0 for all V = Uk in the group, so that the
group satisfies a condition similar to (1) in which the order of nilpotency is raised by one. However, it
is obvious that the range of P is not invariant under the group.
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3. Some results for semigroups
In this section we give two results for semigroups that are related to Theorem 1. In the first one the
Hilbert space H under consideration is still of arbitrary dimension. This result is obtained indepen-
dently of the previous one and is in some sensemore general since the condition (1) is replaced by the
condition (2) below.
Proposition 2. Let H be a Hilbert space and let S be a semigroup of operators in B(H) generated by its
selfadjoint elements Ŝ = {S ∈ S|S = S∗}. Furthermore, let P ∈ B(H) be a nontrivial projection, i.e.
P = P2 = P∗, P = 0, I. If
SP − PS is quasinilpotent for all S ∈ Ŝ, (2)
then S is block-diagonalizable with respect to the partition given by P. This is equivalent to saying that all
members of S commute with P.
Proof. Let S ∈ S be selfadjoint, i.e. S = S∗. Since P is an orthogonal projection, it follows that
N = SP − PS is skewadjoint, i.e. N∗ = −N, and therefore normal. Since by assumption N is also
quasinilpotent, it follows that it is zero, thus proving the theorem. 
If the dimension ofH is finite, the proof of Theorem 1 shows that U can be replaced by a semigroup
of invertible normal operators.
Theorem3. LetH be a finite-dimensional Hilbert space, let S be a semi-group of normal operators inB(H)
and let P ∈ B(H) be a nontrivial projection, i.e. P = P2 = P∗, P = 0, I. If (SP − PS)2 = 0 for all S ∈ S ,
then S is block-diagonalizable with respect to the partition given by P, i.e. SP − PS = 0 for all S ∈ S .
Proof. In the proof of this theorem we may and will assume with no loss of generality that the semi-
group S is closed in the topology of B(H) and that it is homogenized, i.e. that it contains all positive
scalar multiples of its members. Namely if these conditions were not yet satisfied we could replace
the semigroup S with no loss by its homogenized closure, i.e. the semigroupR+S .
Choose an arbitrary N ∈ S and let r(N) denote the spectral radius of N. The theorem will follow
as soon as we prove that N commutes with P. If r(N) equals zero, then N equals zero and we are
done. If not, denote C(N) = {|λ| : λ ∈ σ(N)} and proceed by induction on the number of nonzero
elements in C(N). Wemay assumewith no loss that r(N) = 1 and denote by Q the spectral projection
of N corresponding to the eigenvalues of modulus 1. It follows that Q ∈ S so that (QP − PQ)2 = 0.
However, QP − PQ is clearly normal, so that QP − PQ = 0. Denote by S1 the semigroup of restrictions
of QSQ to ImQ , such a restriction being generically denoted by S1. We denote by P1 the projection
PQ = QPQ = QP (or rather its restriction to ImQ ). It follows that we have (S1P1 − P1S1)2 = 0 for all
S1 ∈ S1. Since N1 is unitary (on imQ ) it follows by Theorem 1 that N1 commutes with P1. Now, denote
similarly by S2 the semigroup of restrictions S2 of (I−Q)S(I−Q) to im (I−Q), and introduce similarly
P2. It follows that the condition of the theorem is satisfied on S2 and that N2 is a normal element of
it such that C(N2) has exactly one nonzero element less than C(N). By an inductive argument, N2
commutes with P2 and consequently N commutes with P. 
4. Selfadjoint semigroup
In this section wewill assume that the Hilbert spaceH under consideration is always finite dimen-
sional.
A semigroup S ⊂ B(H) is called selfadjoint if for every S ∈ S it holds that S∗ ∈ S . When we
study irreducibility properties of a semigroup it may often be assumed with no loss of generality that
it is homogenized and closed as we did in the proof of Theorem 3. Otherwise, it is usually possible to
replace it with no loss by its homogenized closure, i.e. the semigroupR+S .
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It is well-known and easy to see that a homogenized and closed selfadjoint semigroup always
contains projections of minimal (nonzero) rank. Namely, if E is any element of S of minimal rank, we
may replace it by EE∗ to get a positive element of the same rank. And, if E is a positive element of
minimal rank, it has to have at most one nonzero eigenvalue. Assume the contrary; then we can write
E = rF + T , where F is projection of strictly smaller rank than E and ρ(T) < r. It follows that the
sequence (E/r)n = F + (T/r)n converges to F ∈ S contradicting the minimality of the rank of E. This
contradiction shows that E is itself a positive multiple of a projection, that this projection is contained
in S , and that it is an element of minimal rank in it.
Now, let E be a projection of minimal rank and consider the set Ŝ of restrictions of operators from
ESE to Im E. It is clear that Ŝ is a selfadjoint semigroup. Every selfadjoint element of Ŝ has exactly
one nonzero point in the spectrum (by the above) and is therefore equal to a multiple of the identity
(i.e. the restriction of E to Im E). So, every member of Ŝ is a multiple of a unitary operator and this
semigroup is actually a group.
Consider the followingconditiononasemigroupS ⊂ B(H). LetP ∈ B(H)beanontrivial projection,
i.e. P = P2 = P∗, P = 0, I, such that
[P, S]2 = 0 (3)
for all S ∈ S .
Lemma 4. Let a homogenized and closed selfadjoint semigroup S satisfy the condition (3). Then, it holds
that:
1. Every normal element (and in particular every selfadjoint element) of S commutes with P.
2. If S is irreducible, then every projection E ∈ S of minimal rank is majorized by either P or I − P.
3. If the projection E  P is of minimal rank, then for every
S =
⎛
⎝ A X
Y B
⎞
⎠ ,
where the block representation is viewed with respect to P, we have that either EA = 0 or EX = 0.
4. IfS is irreducible, then there exists afinite sequenceE1, E2, . . . , Er ofmutually orthogonalprojections
of minimal rank in S whose sum is equal to the identity.
Proof
1. Let S be a normal element of the semigroup and consider its subsemigroup generated by S and
S∗. Then the claim follows by Theorem 3.
2. Let E ∈ S be any projection ofminimal rank. Recall that the restrictions of operators from ESE to
Im E form a group U of operators that are multiples of unitary operators. Note that E commutes
with P by 1. If E is notmajorized by either P nor I−P, thenU satisfies the assumptions of Theorem
1 with P replaced by its restriction to Im E. It follows that U and consequently S are reducible.
So, irreducibility of S implies that E is majorized by either P or I − P.
3. Observe that S∗ES is selfadjoint and apply the first paragraph of this proof to get A∗EX = 0.
4. We will prove this fact by induction on r, the number of mutually orthogonal projections
E1, E2, . . . , Er of minimal rank in S that we have found so far. We know that there exists at
least one of the kind proving the starting point of induction. Assume on the rth step of induction
that their sum is not yet equal to the identity. Then there exists a nonzero vector x ∈ H which
is simultaneously in the kernel of all Ei’s. By irreducibility of S there must exist an S ∈ S such
that E1Sx = 0. So, F = S∗E1S is a positive nonzero element of minimal rank in the semigroup.
After multiplying it by a positive constant, if necessary, we may assume with no loss that F is
actually a projection. Since x is not in the kernel of F and is in the kernel of all Ei’s, F has to be
orthogonal to all of them by minimality of the rank and we are done. 
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5. Examples of selfadjoint semigroups
In this section we will continue to study the case of finite dimensional Hilbert space H. We want
to give examples of irreducible selfadjoint semigroups satisfying condition (3).
Let us first modify the semigroup of Example 2 in [2] to get an example of an irreducible selfadjoint
semigroup Smin of the kind. Given an orthonormal basis ofH, consider the semigroup of operators on
H represented by all matrix units together with the zero matrix. It is clear that all nonzero operators
of this semigroup are of rank one. Condition (3) is satisfied with respect to any P which is the sum of
a finite number of Eii’s strictly smaller than the dimension of H and no smaller than one. Actually, if
we denote the rank of P by k, 1  k < n, we may assume with no loss, after a possible permutation
of the orthonormal basis, that P is of the form
Pk = E11 + E22 + · · · + Ekk. (4)
It is also clear that Smin is an example of a minimal irreducible selfadjoint semigroup on H satisfying
condition (3). Namely, if we take a proper subsemigroup of this semigroup, it will necessarily lack one
of the matrix units and will not be irreducible any more. We will show in the sequel that this is a
generic example of a minimal semigroup of the kind we are seeking.
To get a maximal semigroup satisfying the conditions considered let the semigroup Smax be made
of all operators S such that, with respect to the block partition of P, either
S =
⎛
⎝ A 0
0 B
⎞
⎠ , (5)
where A, respectively, B, are arbitrary operators on Im P, respectively, Ker P; or
S =
⎛
⎝ 0 X
0 0
⎞
⎠ ,
where X is an arbitrary operator from Ker P to Im P; or
S =
⎛
⎝ 0 0
Y 0
⎞
⎠ ,
where Y is an arbitrary operator from Im P to Ker P.
It is clear that Smax is a selfadjoint semigroup satisfying the condition (3). Let us prove that it is
maximal of the kind. Assume the contrary. Then, there exists an operator
T =
⎛
⎝ C W
Z D
⎞
⎠ ,
that generates together with its adjoint and Smax a bigger semigroup satisfying the condition. IfW and
Z are both nonzero, we can multiply T by elements S of the type (5) to get operators in the semigroup
of the same type as T but withWZ = 0 or ZW = 0, contradicting the hypothesis (3). (Just note that if,
say, the rank of Z is no more than that ofW , then we can choose S as above such that AWB = Z∗, and
thus AWBZ = 0.) It follows that at least one ofW and Z is zero. However, since we have assumed T not
to belong to the semigroup Smax, it must hold that it has two nonzero elements in at least one block
row or one block column. All the possible cases can be reduced to the case that C = 0 and W = 0.
Now, after multiplying T by elements of the type (5) we can find operators with suitable C and W in
the semigroup contradicting assertions 2 and 3 of Lemma 4.
Unlike in the case of minimal semigroup which will turn out to be unique in some sense, there are
manyquitedifferentmaximal semigroups satisfyingour condition.Namely, let us generate a (maximal)
selfadjoint semigroup satisfying condition (3) and containing operator
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S =
⎛
⎝ 0 W
Z 0
⎞
⎠ ,
whereW and Z arepartial isometries such thatWZ = 0and ZW = 0. It is clear that 0, S, S∗, SS∗ and S∗S
form a semigroup of the desired kind. This semigroup is necessarily contained in amaximal semigroup
satisfying our conditions and any semigroup of the kind will be far from the above semigroup Smax.
6. The structure theorem
Let Smin be defined as in the previous section and let P = Pk be defined by (4). Recall that a group
is called closed and homogenized if it is closed and it contains all positive scalar multiples of any of its
elements. Let S be an arbitrary irreducible closed and homogenized selfadjoint semigroup satisfying
condition (3), acting on an n-dimensional Hilbert spaceH. Furthermore, let r denote theminimal rank
of a nonzero element in S .
Theorem 5. Every irreducible closed and homogenized selfadjoint semigroup S that satisfies condition (3)
is unitarily similar to a semigroup containing U ⊗ Smin, where
1. U is an irreducible group of unitary operators on an r-dimensional Hilbert space;
2. r is the minimal rank of a nonzero operator in S;
3. Smin acts on a Hilbert space of dimension n/r;
4. the unitary similarity can be chosen so that the projection corresponding to P equals Ir ⊗ Pk, where
k = (rank P)/r.
Proof. Let E1, E2, . . . , Em be mutually orthogonal projections of minimal rank whose sum equals the
identity. The existence of such projections is given by assertion 4 of Lemma 4. Note that m = n/r. By
assertion 2 of Lemma 4 each of these projections is majorized by either P or I − P. After rearranging
them, if necessary, wemay assumewith no loss that the starting ones in a row are majorized by P and
the ending ones by I − P. It follows that rank P is divisible by r and that for k = (rank P)/r it holds
that P = E1 + E2 + · · · + Ek . So, condition (4) is satisfied after a block permutation similarity which
is necessarily a unitary similarity. Observe that by minimality the elements of E1SE1 each have their
eigenvalues on a single circle around the origin with radius equal to the norm of the element. Denote
by U the set of all elements of E1SE1 of norm 1, restricted to Im E1. It is clear that U is an irreducible
group of unitary operators of size r × r.
DenotebyEij theblockmatrixunits, i.e. thematricesequal to I in the intersectionof the ithhorizontal
block and the jth vertical block. Observe that Eii = Ei for all i. We want to find a unitary block diagonal
similarity that will force block matrix units Eij to belong to S and the theorem will follow. For any
j = 2, 3, . . . ,m we may assume without loss of generality that E1SEj contains the matrix E1j since
otherwise we can apply a block-diagonal unitary similarity on the semigroup acting only on the jth
block row and jth block column to achieve that. By the self-adjointness it follows that Ej1 = E∗1j ∈ S
and finally Eij = Ei1E1j ∈ S . 
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